Legends

Legends is a print-and-play expansion for Bag of Dungeon. It adds a new Wizard
Character Card (with spells), Skill tokens which can be used for instant powerups or as permanent skills (upgrades), and Hidden-agenda Cards which allow
players to win additional kills (victory points) at the end of the game.

Wizard

Umari

Umari trained under The Order of
the Light, famed for its alchemy and
temporal shifting

Cannot use
shields

Actions: 5
Combat: 2 dice
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Spells

Can cast 4 spells per game.
Cannot wear armour or use shields

Solo
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shields
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Umari - Wizard - Spells
You may cast each spell once per game.

1. Polymorph (2 APs)

Redraw a monster tile once. Must
keep. Dragon immune to polymorph.

2. Ethereal sword (3 APs)
+4 cbt for 1 fight
(use instead of other weapons).

3. Teleport (2 APs)

Move any character up to 6 spaces
(not through Exit).

4. Ice Storm (2 APs) Rng
Rng: 1-4. Dmg: 1D6.
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Skill tokens

Y gain skill tokens om successl actions during the game. Y can then use
them in that game for instant power-ups against traps and enemies or y can
place them on an upgrade card (see below) for a permanent in-game eﬀect. If y
lose a li, y keep all yr unused skill tokens and any that y have coitted
to an upgrade card, for use on yr next li.

To gain tokens

- Take a skill token instead of drawing an item
- Take a skill token if y help in a tag and win the ﬁght

Instant use

Instant use of skill tokens is culative for Duck, Dive and Leggit. Y can use more
than one token to multiply an eﬀect or as a combo of any of the three eﬀects as
long as y have the skill tokens available. Dragon Dr can only be performed by
one player, once per game.
Duck: Spend 1 skill token to avoid 1 damage
Dive: Spend 2 skill tokens to dodge a trap and avoid all damage
Leggit: Spend 2 skill tokens to dash 5 spaces (uses no APs, take no retreat damage)
Dragon dr: Spend 4 skill tokens to weaken the Red Dragon for the remainder of
the game. Use once she is revealed, iediately reducing her health to 12.

Upgrade cards

Choose an upgrade card at the start of a game and place it next to yr character
card, with yr chosen side ce up. Y can only use an upgrade card that matches
yr character’s race or class. To activate an upgrade skill spend 2 skill tokens and
Place a red cnter on a skill of yr choice. at is now a permanent skill for the
rest of the game, unless stated otherwise. Y can place skill tokens on yr card
at any te, but y may not remove or move skill tokens once y have placed
them on yr card. Some skills have an Action Point (AP) cost.
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Vanguard
(Dwarf)

2

1. Pathfinder: +1 AP per turn.
2. Quick: Re-roll one or more of
your combat dice once per fight
(must use new result). 3. Well fed:
+1 armour. 4. Sure-Footed (2 APs):
Draw 2 dungeon tiles, pick one and
return the other to the bottom of
the stack. 5. Sharp-eyed: When you
draw an item, discard it and draw
again (once per turn).
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Warden
(Elf)
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1. Quickstep: Retreat from a
monster without taking damage
(APs apply). 2. Arrow-wind: Re-roll
any damage result from your bow
once per shot (must use new result).
3. Leap: Take only 1 dmg from any
trap. 4. King’s Guard: +1 Armour.
5. Seeker: When you draw an item,
discard it and draw again (once
per turn).
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Skirmisher
(Fighter)
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1. Guiding light: +1 AP per turn.
2. Mirror ball: View adjacent
unrevealed monsters.
3. Control Z: Re-roll one or more
of your combat dice once per fight
(must use new result). 4. Phasing
(3 APs): Pass through 1 wall.
5. Shield of friendship: protect any
tagging partner from
taking damage.
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1. Transfusion: Gain 1 health after
killing a monster.
2. Raise dead: A dead monster will
fight beside you (once per game).
+1D6 cbt (remove skill on defeat).
3. Blinding light: +1 cbt.
4. Curse (3 APs): Use 1 of your heal
tokens to inflict 2D6 dmg.
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Lightfoot
1. Stout: +1 Armour.
2. Nimble: Take only 1 dmg from any
trap. 3. Second Breakfast: recover
1 health after a fight. 4. Belt &
Braces: Re-roll one or more of your
combat dice once per fight (must
use new result).
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Legends

Guardian

(Minotaur)

(Halfling)

3

Alchemist

1. Red rage (3 APs): Break a hole
through a wall. Place a black
counter to show permanent access
for all, including monsters.
2. Winter coat: +1 Armour.
3. Gore: +1 cbt.
4. Kick: Re-roll one or more of your
combat dice once per fight (must
use new result).
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Legends

Instant Skills

Hidden-Agendas

Reference card

Reference card

5
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(Healer)

1. Haymaker: Re-roll one or more
of your combat dice once per fight
(must use new result). 2. Trollhunter: +3 cbt vs Trolls. 3. Scrapper:
+1 armour. 4. Resourceful: Take no
damage as a tag partner.
5. Hardheaded: +1 armour.
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(Dwarf)
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1. Quick draw: Re-roll one or more
of your combat dice once per fight
(must use new result).
2. Battle-scarred: +1 Armour.
3. Martial artist: +1 cbt.
4. Sleight of hand: When you draw
an item, discard it and draw again
(once per turn). 5. Fight club: +1
health when you win a fight.

(Wizard)
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Witch

(Healer)
1. Animal speed: +1 AP per turn.
2. Eagle-eyed: When you draw an
item, discard it and draw again
(once per turn).
3. Repel: +1 armour.
4. Banish: +2 cbt vs. undead.
5. Shielding light: take Half dmg
(rounded down) from undead.
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Hidden-Agendas

Team player

+2 kills if everyone
survives

Hoarder

Untouchable

+2 kills if you have
the most items at
the end

Dragon Slayer

+2 kills if you don’t
use any heals

+2 kills if you don’t
lose any lives

Strong

Hard Left

+2 kills if you slay the
dragon without the
Dragonlance

-2 kills if the player
to your left dies

+3 kills if you never
ask for a tag

-2 kills if the player
to your right dies

Lone Wolf
Loyal

Hard Right
Uncivil

+2 kills if you accept
every tag request

+2 kills if you refuse
every tag request

+2 kills if you have the
lowest life and health
at the end

+3 kills if you don’t
use the healing pool

Bad-ass

Unbeliever

(Dwarf)

2

1. Pathfinder: +1 AP per turn.
2. Quick: Re-roll one or more of
your combat dice once per fight
(must use new result). 3. Well fed:
+1 armour. 4. Sure-Footed (2 APs):
Draw 2 dungeon tiles, pick one and
return the other to the bottom of
the stack. 5. Sharp-eyed: When you
draw an item, discard it and draw
again (once per turn).
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1. Afterlifer: +2 cbt vs undead.
2. Giant-killer: +3 cbt vs any
monster with 10+ health (not
cumulative with 3. Charmer).
3. Charmer: +4 cbt vs snakes and
reachers. 4. Charger: +1 AP per
turn. 5. Scent-finder: When you
draw an item, discard it and draw
again (once per turn).

Vanguard
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(Elf)

1. Backstab: Re-roll one or more of
your combat dice once per fight
(must use new result). 2. Arrowwind: Re-roll any damage result
from your bow once per shot (must
use new result). 3. Mortal training:
+1 cbt. 4. Bad loser: recover 1 health
when you kill a monster.
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1. Bar apron: Carry 3 extra items.
2. Barrel lifter: Can use two-handed
weapons. 3. Short-changer: When
you draw an item, discard it and
draw again (once per turn).
4. Tipsy: Re-roll one or more of your
combat dice once per fight (must
use new result).
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Skill Tokens
Duck

Spend 1 skill token to avoid 1
damage

Dive

Spend 2 skill tokens to dodge a trap
and avoid all damage

Leggit

Spend 2 skill tokens to dash 5 spaces
(uses no APs)

Dragon Drop

Spend 4 skill tokens to weaken the
Red Dragon for the remainder of
the game. Use once she is revealed,
reducing her health to 12. (One
player, once per game.)

Backs

Crusader
(Fighter)

(Halfling)

3

Trickster

2

1. Shielding light: Take half damage
(rounded down) vs. undead.
2. Protector: Take full damage
when tagging. Main partner takes
half. 3. Veteran: +1 cbt.
4. Battled-scarred: +1 armour.
5. Sacred fire: +2 cbt vs. undead
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(Wizard)

1. Spellmaster: +2 dmg with Any
spells cast. 2. Shadowcast: +1 cbt.
3. Cunning: Re-roll one or more of
your combat dice once per fight
(must use new result).
4. Athlete: +1 Armour.
5. Manipulate: Re-roll all monster
dice once per fight
(must use new result).
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Hidden-agenda cards

Hidden-agenda cards give y extra kills (victory points) if y manage to stay true
to yr deeper character and lﬁl the criteria on the card by the end of the game.
To play with hidden-agenda cards, shufﬂe and deal one card to each player at the
start of the game. Hidden-agenda cards shld be kept secret om other players.

Rbled

Once per game, y may attempt to guess the hidden agenda of another player and
reveal their secret intentions. Each player gets one attempt to guess the agenda of
each other player. If y guess correctly, their agenda is revealed and y receive
a skill token om the supply. If y guess incorrectly, their agenda remains secret
and they receive a skill token.
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